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Executive summary

VAULT FINANCE is a hyper deflationary token hosted on the
Binance Smart Chain.

VAULT FINANCE will launch this summer with 5 working utilities a digital wallet, interactive dashboard, a sell less DEX and swap,
Launchpad, and public/private website where the private side of
the website can only be entered by wallets holding VAULT
FINANCE tokens.
We will be implementing a smart contract that has never been
used before in the rewards coin arena and will usher in a new
generation of tokenomics.
There is a transaction tax for VAULT FINANCE of 20% on all buys,
sells and transfers. Of those taxes, 7% are redistributed to all token
holders in BUSD in order to provide passive income. Also, 5% goes
to our Unlock the Vault events where periodic burns and
distributions to token holders will take place. The remaining 8%
ensures the survival of the project, covering areas such as
marketing, technology and utility development, liquidity, and the
strategic buyback and burn feature.
All private and presale investors will be vested to a varying degree.
All private seed investors will be allocated 10% of their tokens on a
daily basis, starting launch day. Presale investors will also have
their tokens vested with 10% allocated every other day from
launch. In addition, 100 trillion tokens will be allocated to our
Diamond Hands Heist - a holder bonus airdrop for private, presale,
and first-30-days investors that hold 100% of their tokens until 60
days past launch. A second Heist will distribute the rewards that
have accumulated.

tokenomics
TOTAL SUPPlY:
1,000,000,000,000,000 (one quadrillion) tokens
Staking/CEX/Unlocked
7%

Burn
17%

Liquidity
15%

Diamond Hands Heist
10%
Team Vesting
5%

INITIAL PRE-LAUNCH
TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
HC: 350K BUSD SC: 200K BUSD
Presale buy: 150-1750 BUSD
presale price: $0.000000001167
400 Whitelist spots

Private Seed Rounds
16%

Presale
30%

private seed PHASE and presale
iNVESTORS WILL be vested
TEAM WALLETs VESTED FOr 2 years
Liquidity
1%

Unlock the Vault
5%

** launch price: $0.000000001333
marketcap: $1,112 million

Rewards in BUSD
7%

DISTRIBUTION OF THE
20% TRANSACTION
TAX*
Marketing
2%

Development
1%

Strategic Buyback and Burn
4%

** tokenomics and tax subject to change **

roadmap
whitepaper released
private sale rounds

novation launchpad
& EXCHANge
Nfts

website released
KYC & DOXX Team

website (PUBLIC& private)
Digital wallet
Dapp dashboard

presale & Launch

Secret utility 2
Secret utility3

vault xchange
Advanced wallet v2

cmc/cg listings
unlock the vault events begin
staking

Vault circle
safemoon swap

cex listings

** order of events and titles
subject to change **

next gen smart contract
THE REVOLUTIONARY SELL-LESS TOKENOMICS COIN IS HERE
[ SEE EXHIBITS AT END OF WP ]
The VAULT FINANCE SMART CONTRACT is the first built to
distribute BUSD rewards without the smart contract needing to
sell its own token. The result as a holder: you enjoy all the
benefits of receiving BUSD rewards without wrecking the chart!
Traditional rewards contracts require selling of their own token
to convert to BUSD, for example, for your rewards. While this
means you get the BUSD rewards in your wallet, the value of
your token decreases when the contract sells to provide your
reward. Ultimately, the damage done to the chart by traditional
reward contract sells typically outweighs the benefits of the
BUSD rewards in the long run.
Our team at Vault Finance has developed the world’s first SELLLESS BUSD rewards contract. We have designed our contract so
that we won’t need to sell our token to reward holders with
BUSD. The chart will remain intact while you receive your BUSD
rewards.
We aim to keep this formula safe within THE VAULT to ensure
this technology is unique to Vault Finance, which means only
VAULT FINANCE holders will have access to this revolutionary
technology. We will pursue patents and hold the key code
behind a proxy to preserve our technology.

Strategic buyback and burn
If you are familiar with reward token projects, you will know that
most offer a Buyback & Burn (BB&B) function. Unfortunately,
this function is rarely effective and can sometimes actually have
an adverse effect on the chart.
Here at Vault Finance, we will employ
a strategic BB&B mechanism, with
4% of the tax on all transactions going
into the BB&B Wallet. However, our
unique contract will be structured in
such a way that the BB&B will provide
the boost to the chart that it’s
supposed to by triggering in
response to negative price action or a
depressed chart. This will help offset
any significant sells with a well-timed
significant reversal of a red candle by
buying back tokens. These bought
tokens will accumulate in the wallet.
Not only that, but the burns will be strategically timed to coincide
with our Unlock the Vault events (see next page), thereby
maximising the potential for green candles and positive price
action. We’re committed to ensuring that our BB&B mechanism
isn’t just a gimmick or merely paid lip service to – we want it to be
effective and efficient, and for it to actually reward our investors in
positive price movement.

unlock the vault events
From every transaction, 5% of the tax is converted into BUSD and
lodged in our Vault Wallet. Either periodically or once the vault’s
contents have reached a specific threshold, we’ll crack it open
and distribute a percentage of its contents to our holders. This
means that investors in Vault Finance don’t just receive their 7%
BUSD rewards, but also receive a share* of the Vault’s stash as
well. Timed to coincide with our burns (as mentioned previously),
these Unlock the Vault events are sure to generate excitement
and will provide the team with an opportunity to say thank you
to our investors. It will also shower our investors with more
rewards for continuing to hold.
**The share each holder receives will be determined by their bag size**

Sell-less dex, swap, & launchpad
Vault Finance announced in June the launch of its first Secret
Utility, Novation. Its ground-breaking sell-less exchange, swap,
and launchpad are created to unlock a new world of transactions
that does not cause contract sells. It functions by collecting fees
and taxes in BEP20 base currencies (e.g. BNB, BUSD), not in
native tokens, thereby massively reducing sell-pressure on the
chart. This exciting innovation will ensure that Novation becomes
an industry-leading exchange for tokenomics projects and will
provide Vault Finance with the ability to be revenue-producing
from Day 1.
The Novation Launchpad is an anti-bot, cross-chain platform
that allows projects to raise funding safely while paying fees in
their tokens that we DO NOT SELL. Vault Finance reinvests
proceeds and rewards from the holding of these tokens back
into the projects to help them grow while allowing them to
repurchase the tokens back when the project is ready. The
Launchpad works in tandem with the Reward Miner Launchpad
to bring projects quality community investors across multiple
platforms to raise capital.

Sell-less dex, swap, & launchpad
The Novation Decentralized Exchange is an anti-bot, antiarbitrage, full-liquidity-holding trading platform that allows
investors to trade in BEP20 base pairs such as BNB to BUSD or
ETH to BNB for examples. It also will allow projects that place
liquidity with the Novation liquidity pool or our partner, Reward
Miner‘s DEX, to have no contract sells for their investors. This is
the next generation of exchanges and it begins with Novation.
Projects can list liquidity with Novation and get the compatible
smart contracts to do list by contacting the Vault Finance Core
Team.
The Novation Swapper is a sell-less, anti-arbitrage, project
solution attached to our DEX that allows projects to provide less
contract sell pressure when their liquidity is placed elsewhere.
This piece assists projects as a short term solution until they can
commit to a fully sell-less arrangement.
No matter where a project is in its maturity, Vault Finance’s
creation, NOVATION, is a long-term solution for projects of all
sizes in the tokenomics arena.

Future utilities
DAPP/Dashboard
It’s a given that every project needs a dashboard! This shouldn’t come months later. It’s
a financial tool. With that said, our goal is to provide our investors with this utility Day 1.
We want to provide our investors with a place to view their receipts and provide to see
the total value of their accumulated rewards.
Private/Public Website
Our website will have two sides. The first is a place for potential investors to see any
relevant information needed for smart investing just like most other token sites. The
second will be a place for our holders to access, by unlocking with a wallet holding our
coin, all of the juicy private information within the vault. They will also have access to
special events, giveaways, information regarding secret utilities, and many other
benefits.
Digital Wallet
Much like the dashboard, this is a utility investors need from day one. We won’t reinvent
the wheel with this utility, at least not with V1. However, we plan on having additional
features specific to our investor’s needs. In V2, a specific build-out will occur, leading to a
secret utility.
Staking
What better way to provide incentive to investors to hold! We will provide staking
options to investors through Brewlabs on day one as well. In the future, we plan to
migrate staking to our own platform.
VaultCircle
We aim to provide investors with a platform for communication. Combining the best
attributes of Telegram, Discord and Reddit and building on that! There are many
additions that can be integrated, such as: web crawlers, token trackers, wallet syncing
and socials integration.
Vault Xchange
This will be a goods and services platform. Imagine a crypto marketplace combining the
attributes of Ebay, Craigslist and Facebook Marketplace. There will also be an adult-only
section. In the past, this idea has been presented, but never executed.

continuous actions
DIAMOND (HANDS) HEIST
To encourage investors to hold, we have developed our unique Diamond Hands Heist.
Any investor who is holding at Day 30 after launch, will become eligible to receive a
share proportionate to their bag of 100T tokens so long as they’re still holding 100% of
their investment at Day 60. These will be airdropped via our heist helicopter directly into
your wallet as a special thank you for being a diamond-handed investor. A second Heist
at day 120 will occur that holders in the first 60 days are eligible for. It will be a
distribution of the rewards that have accumulated in BUSD.
MARKETING
We know that a project can’t reach its full potential without a resourceful and efficient
marketing approach. We have a 2% marketing budget set aside and plan to utilize it to
its full potential. We also plan on taking advantage of the resources provided to us from
our launch and listing partners. Marketing begins after private seed rounds.
SWAPS, EXCHANGES, AND PARTNERSHIPS
We plan to launch with our new highly anticipated launch platform NOVATION. This will
provide us with excellent marketing opportunities and allow us to add liquidity to our
DEX. We also see it fitting to set aside some additional liquidity for any other future
DEX/SWAP listings of value. For example, we intend to align and form a partnership
with Safemoon. This will provide us with access to their swap and upcoming
tokenomics exchange. Lastly, we do realize the value in CEX listings and will evaluate
them on a case-by-case basis as they present themselves.
ADMINISTRATIVE WALLETS
We felt it necessary to assign part of the transactional tax to Marketing (2%) and
Development (1%). This will ensure that we can continue to develop our unique utilities
and maintain our competitive edge in the ever-changing crypto space. The contents of
the Marketing and Development wallets will be public knowledge, and we will provide
regular updates to our community on how the funds are being spent. In addition, a
percentage of the circulating supply will be reserved for the team. The Team Wallet
won’t be exempt from rewards, but it will be locked for two years to demonstrate our
commitment to Vault Finance. This means the team will get paid in the same way as
every other holder, ensuring an equal community.

meet the core team
chris esparza - chief executive officer

https://www.linkedin.com/in/chris-esparza-a36214221
One part doctor, one part crypto hawk, one part
cowboy. Representing Dallas, Texas USA. Started
dabbling in the space a few years back and it
appealed to my entrepreneurial and business
mentality. I was hooked! I have always been
involved with investments and start-ups. I love to
travel, golf, socializing, and love a good scotch! I’m
excited and very bullish about what this project is
going to become.

ross miotti - chief operating officer

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ross-miotti

Born in England during the Dark Ages to a Welsh
mother and Italian father. English specialist,
literature lover, crypto enthusiast, lover of house
music. I dabbled in the investment markets for a
few years before dipping my toes into the crypto
space in 2020. I'm a man of simple tastes and
believe a sense of integrity should underpin the
choices you make in life. You're as likely to see me
sipping an Old Fashioned in a fashionable
speakeasy as you are raving in a basement
nightclub to progressive house.

meet the core team

mason jenkins - chief business officer

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mason-jenkins-3b51b965

Crypto junkie living in the wonderful Appalachian
Mountains of North Carolina. With an education
in business and entrepreneurship, I’m excited to
utilize my knowledge to benefit this project
moving forward! First entered the crypto space in
2018…. realized I had a problem the day after! : )
Outside of crypto; traveling, live music and
outdoor recreation are my life… backpacking,
snowboarding, kayaking, mountain biking… you
name it!

the vip elites
Every token, business, or product is only as strong as the
community behind it. We have been fortunate enough to
establish what we believe is the best core and mod teams, and
now, the best investor community. None of us should settle for
anything less. We are only going to grow bigger and bigger as a
project family.
The promotional efforts by the community on social media and
in real life to support VAULT FINANCE will only strengthen our
bonds and revalidate our intentions to grow!
The strength the Elite Army brings will be the foundation of
organic growth over all channels and we are humbled and
excited to have such great people backing this project in such a
dedicated manner.
We invite you to join VAULT FINANCE too and connect with us
and your fellow investors via our social channels.
Or you can use a direct line and join one of our numerous AMAs,
which will be held frequently on Twitter, Telegram and Discord
social channels.
We look forward to inviting you into the #EliteArmy because
#WeAreElite.

#ELITEARMY

#WEAREELITE

faqs
Q: Will the team have KYC Verification?
Yes, in order to be transparent and build trust with our holders, all
team members have verified identities and we have given our
LinkedIn links. The team has additional transparency by doxxing
themselves, first and last names, and holding multiple video chats
and AMAs. We have been KYC certified through AnonyDOXX.
Q: Is the contract going to be audited?
Yes. We will go through an extensive testing and audit process
through our partnership with Certik, and results will be posted on
our website and socials when they become available.
Q: Is there Day One utility?
Yes. The utilities of a digital wallet, staking, dapp dashboard for
rewards and investment tracking, Novation DEX-SwapLaunchpad and the private website side will all be available.
Q: If the smart contract is a never-seen-before contract, how will it
be protected so as to not be copied?
We are currently in talks with U.S. patent attorneys /patent judges
and are working on protecting it by proxy-locking specific key
code.

social media
visit us across all our socials !

@TheVaultFinance

@TheVaultFinance

@TheVaultFinance

@Vault Finance

@TheVaultFinance

@TheVaultFinance

@The Vault Finance
@VAULT FINANCE | OFFICIAL

PARTNERSHIPS

cost comparisons
assumptions :

$ 1 million volume daily, 20% tax, (10% rewards, 2%
marketing), 1 day snapshot, equal buys/sells, $8k utility
daily injection

TODAYS TOKENOMICS

Sell-less tokenomics

$500k buys + $500k sells

$500k buys + $500k sells

- 12% contract sells
rewards + marketing wallets
( - $120k daily )

- 0% contract sells
rewards + marketing wallets
( - $0 daily )

- 0.25% PCS transaction
fees ( - $2,500 )

- 0.5% transaction fees
( - $5,000 )

+ $8k utility producing
revenue daily

+ $8k utility producing
revenue daily

+/- Panic Sell Variable
+/- Asset Price Depression
_____________________

_____________________

